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Welcome to another wonderful year of butterflies, moths and other wildlife in Cornwall. 

CBMS was formed to embrace a variety of interests and opinions regarding the welfare of 

both butterflies and moths. A feature of our group is a willingness to listen to other 

opinions in a respectful way whilst sharing a common interest in butterflies, moths and 

other forms of wildlife, fresh air, exercise and good companionship.  

AGM 

Thank you to all members who attended our AGM despite the terrible weather which 

caused delays and in some cases aborted journeys. The AGM started a little later than 

planned to allow for late arrivals many of whom had battled the torrential rain which made 

driving difficult for some of us. 

The AGM held at Fraddon Village Hall on Saturday 6th. February was followed by three 

excellent speakers; Adrian Spalding, Tony James and John Chapple supported by Kathryn 

(Kate) Jones. It rained all day outside but inside it was very sunny! 

Flowers were presented to Carol Sutton and Janet Todd who provided tea, coffee and cakes 

during the morning. Carol and Janet had also provided a BBQ each year at Trelusback to 

raise money for charities including Butterfly Conservation, Parkinsons Disease, Cancer 

Research, Cornwall Hospices and Motor Neurone.  The 2015 BBQ raised £220 for the Motor 

Neurone Disease Association! 

 

 



Goodbye to two dear friends 

Sadly we have lost two more friends within our butterfly and moth community. It is with 

regret that we say goodbye to two popular and local enthusiasts Colin Lawrance and Roger 

Lane. Last year many of our members contributed towards a memorial bench and plaques 

in remembrance of departed and much missed friends and plaques have since been added 

to the bench to remember Colin and Roger.   Our sincere sympathy to Colin and Roger’s 

loved ones. 

Colin and Maureen were Founder Members of CBMS and attended some of our events 

including one of the visits to Wheal Jane.  Colin also very generously donated a moth trap 

for our use and in return we made a small donation to his local church in Stithians. 

Roger was well known amongst local enthusiasts for his recording work and in particular his 

interest in overwintering Red Admiral butterflies.   Roger wasn’t a member of CBMS but 

was a friend of many of our members. 

 

Field trips 

A new programme of field trips is being planned for 2016 and when published details will 

be sent out to all members and friends. Volunteers needed please to act as field trip leaders 

and suggestions are very welcome. 

 

Social event 

Our Christmas Party on Sunday, 13 December 2015 at the Nepalese Ghurkha Restaurant in 

St Austell was very successful and well supported. £88 was raised for CBMS! 

Dinner started at 6:30pm followed by a “Fun Wildlife Quiz” with excellent prizes for the 

quiz, photography competition and the raffle which followed. Members were encouraged 

to bring “ONE” of their best photos from this summer 2015 for the Photography 

Competition. 

For details of further events or to make suggestions please contact Rowena Castillo 

Nicholls, Telephone No: 01726 884600 or Email Address: wen_castle@yahoo.com 

 

The Trustees would like to thank you all for your valuable support 

throughout 2015 and look forward to even greater success during 2016! 

mailto:wen_castle@yahoo.com


The White-letter Hairstreak and the Elm by Richard Brookes 

The White-letter Hairstreak is surely unique among the nation’s rare and endangered 

butterflies. As a habitat-generalist, it is as much at home on a clump of elm behind a Gosport 

(town in Hampshire) petrol station as in the wider countryside. Thus the overriding factor in 

its distribution and numbers is simply the availability of its sole host plant: sexually mature 

elm.   

All of the elms native to Europe are known to host the butterfly, but they are also highly 

susceptible to Dutch elm disease (DED) if infected. As a consequence, the butterfly has 

declined drastically; from 1984 to 2009 in England & Wales alone, its numbers fell by 98% 

(data from the Centre for Ecology & Hydrology). The butterfly is now on the IUCN Red List 

as ‘in imminent danger of extinction’.   

However the White-letter Hairstreak is also almost certainly under-recorded owing to its 

indolent nature, preferring to bask atop the trees until disturbed. An infrequent visitor to 

flowers such as thistle and bramble, it is rarely seen by the casual observer, and sightings 

usually require teamwork. With one or two individuals to shake or bombard the branches to 

put up the butterfly, others look on using binoculars, with luck able to follow its rapid, zany 

flight to its next perch, where its definitive underwing may be studied at leisure.   

The butterfly lays its eggs in July, usually on the girdle scars separating the previous year's 

growth from the current. The eggs hatch the following March, several weeks ahead of the 

flushing of the leaves. On emergence, the caterpillars scurry to the nearest elm flower within 

which, almost invisible, they will feed before progressing to the seeds, and ultimately the 

leaves. Ergo: the sexual maturity of the elm is critical.   

The obvious means of conserving of the butterfly is to plant elm cultivars highly resistant to 

DED, and also the European White Elm Ulmus laevis, an anomaly rarely infected with DED 

simply because the vector Scolytus bark beetles find it distasteful. A full review of suitable 

trees, with a list of suppliers, can be found in Butterfly Conservation’s Elm Report 2015. The 

White-letter Hairstreak, like all butterflies, is a 'creature of the sun' and therefore elms should 

be planted in open, sunlit, but preferably sheltered, locations even though the elm itself is 

largely shade-tolerant. A White-letter Hairstreak was discovered on a ‘Lutece’ elm planted in 

2003 on the Isle of Wight, the first known instance of the butterfly breeding on a modern, 

highly resistant DED-resistant cultivar. This discovery is hugely significant in demonstrating 

the insect’s adaptability, able to survive on a tree that has a very different periodicy to its 

preferred native host, the Wych Elm Ulmus Glabra.   

Ed.  Thanks to Andrew Brookes from Hampshire who has kindly supplied this article.   Andrew and others in 

Hampshire and the Isle of Wight have planted thousands of elms to replace those lost to disease.  The new 

trees are species and hybrids selected for their resistance to Dutch Elm Disease. Many are being trialled to 

assess their suitability and some have already become hosts to White-letter Hairstreaks. Some trees 

obtained by Andrew have also been planted at Trelusback (near Stithians) and a few other sites in 

Cornwall.  

Very few sightings of White-letter Hairstreaks in Cornwall in recent years and the last one was 

photographed by Mary and Tony Atkinson in their garden near Bodmin. 



Chequered Skipper expedition  

                                           

Leon Abbott writes:- 

Arrived with Angela at our base in Oban, Scotland on Monday 1st. June after an overnight 

stay in the Lake District. Tuesday was overcast but we headed to Glasdrum Wood Nature 

Reserve to check out the site without any expectation of seeing any butterflies. We were 

greeted by rain when we arrived at Glasdrum and spent the rest of the day sightseeing. 

Wednesday’s weather was better with sunshine and we headed back to Glasdrum Wood 

and after only 10 minutes had my first sighting of a Chequered Skipper!  A male on bramble 

resting with its wings open. We stayed for a couple of hours seeing and photographing 

eight Chequered Skippers plus other species. After lunch we headed off towards Fort 

William to a place called Glen Roy which had been recommended by Lee Slaughter. The 

weather now was more overcast but we were still able to see four Chequered Skippers. 

The rest of the holiday was spent sightseeing because the conditions were not suitable for 

butterfly sightings but we did visit Shian Wood Nature Reserve looking for Marsh Fritillary 

and found three more Chequered Skippers. 

A very successful and enjoyable holiday.  

                                               



               

            Glasdrum Wood Nature Reserve        Photos by Leon Abbott 

Book review  

Adrian Spalding who is a well known and highly respected expert on conservation and 
entomology has written a book.  Several of our members have already bought a copy of the 
book and have enjoyed reading it.  The following details will tell you more about it and 
copies are available from Adrian at a discounted price. 

Loe Bar and the Sandhill Rustic Moth: The Biogeography, Ecology and History of a 

Coastal Shingle Bar, by Adrian Spalding 2015. ISBN: 978-90-04-27029-9, Brill, Leiden. 346 

pages, 25 figures, 64 tables, 16 maps, 57 photographs and 2 appendices.   

“In many ways, then, this text is a first as this lovely book investigates almost every 

conceivable aspect of the scarce coast-hugging Sandhill Rustic Luperina nickerlii and its 

closest relatives - a particularly welcome addition to the literature.” Professor R.L.H. Dennis  

“This is an immaculate study of a corner of Britain by a prominent entomologist who clearly 

loves and cares about its future.” Dr Martin Warren  

“The book is fantastic!” Kurt Jackson   

“As a detailed study of a rare insect I can’t think of its equal, and, moreover, it is easy and 

pleasurable to read without the usual jargon overload.”  Peter Marren  

What a wonderful book - science and humanity clearly and beautifully written - it must sit 

beside Ann Preston Jones' Early Cornish Sculpture' as one of the finest works of Cornish 

scholarship....ever! Councillor Bert Biscoe.   

Available from the author at the discounted price of £40 (post and packing extra if posted)  

Ed.  Keith Wilson is happy to act as a go-between if you want to obtain a copy 



Stigmella speciosa 

On the 1st of August during our very successful BBQ day Rob Davey found four Stigmella 
speciosa, a member of the nepticulidae family, at Trelusback.   Stigmella speciosa is a tiny 
leaf mining moth with a 4mm wingspan and its larvae feed on Sycamore leaves. Only 10 
records exist of this species in Cornwall, from 1990 – 2011, all of which are of feeding signs 
on Sycamore. No adult moths have ever been recorded.   

 

 



THE OCCURRENCE OF THE LARGE BLUE BUTTERFLY (Maculinea arion L.) IN CORNWALL 

Written in January 2015 by Malcolm Lee, Gullrock, Port Gaverne, Port Isaac, Cornwall, 

PL29 3SQ. 

My report on the history of the Large Blue Butterfly in Cornwall was completed in July 2001. 

Originally written for the 2003 Cornwall Butterfly Atlas, it proved too long and remains 

unpublished. Members might like to read this report in full, so I have serialised it for the 

Cornwall Butterfly and Moth Society newsletters. It has been split into five sections. 

Part One: The earliest years and up to the start of the Second World War, including the full 

text of Frank Labouchere’s 1935 report to the Standing Committee for the Protection of 

British Insects (SCPBI). 

INTRODUCTION 

The Large Blue was always a rare butterfly, surrounded by secrecy. Published papers are 

invariably without location data, and what little detail has been recorded is hidden away in 

confidential reports. Whilst the butterfly survived, such caution may have assisted its 

protection. Since extinction, much of the secret information has only historical value. The 

time is ripe to record the story of this intriguing insect for future generations. 

THE EARLY YEARS, AND THE FIRST CONSERVATION ATTEMPTS - 1891 to 1918 

In the last quarter of the 19th century, Britain’s rarest resident butterfly was the Large Blue, 

which appeared on the verge of extinction. It had disappeared from Northamptonshire in 

the 1860s, and had dwindled to vanishing point in both its former strongholds of the 

Cotswolds and Bolt Head in South Devon. Sometime around 1880, the Dorset entomologist 

C W Dale found the Large Blue in abundance near Clovelly. Dale published this location in 

his part work The History of our British Butterflies. That section covering the Large Blue 

came out in 1887, which may have prompted the search along other parts of the Atlantic 

coast, including Cornwall. 

The North Cornish coast was then a very remote place. The nearest railway station was in 

Devon, at Holsworthy, with a horse drawn coach to Brendon’s Hotel (later The Falcon 

Hotel) in Bude. The 11am Express from Waterloo got to Holsworthy just after 5pm, and the 

waiting coach was scheduled to arrive in Bude at 6.30pm. The North Cornwall line reached 

Camelford in August 1893, and the Holsworthy line was extended to Bude in August 1898, 

opening up this area of the coast to visiting entomologists who could afford the fare. A first 

class summer tourist return from Waterloo to Bude was £3.6s (£3.30), and even third class 

was £1.15s.9d (£1.79), at a time when a reasonably paid labourer could expect 18s (90p) a 

week. 

F W Frohawk’s memoirs, written in the early 1940s, record the finding of the first Cornish 

Large Blue by his friend E A Waterhouse in July 1891. Waterhouse related to Frohawk that 



he liked staying in unfrequented parts of the country and on arriving at a rural spot south of 

Bude (Millook) he put up at the only available cottage. That night he dreamed of catching 

three Large Blues and the following morning, which was dull and wet, he did - an amazing 

coincidence! He subsequently found they were abundant in the area. In the 1906 Victoria 

County History, James Clark gives a different story, recording its discovery ‘at the close of 

the eighties by Messrs Waterhouse’. This was presumably a reference to both E A 

Waterhouse and his brother E O Waterhouse, a respected entomologist at the British 

Museum. The first Cornish Large Blues were exhibited by E A Waterhouse at the 

Entomological Club meeting in London on December 11th 1891. This supports the 1891 

discovery date, as such rare butterflies would surely have been shown at the first 

opportunity, and suggests Clark was in error. Word of Waterhouse’s location spread. 

Herbert Goss recorded them at Millook in the first week of July 1892, and G C Bignell 

collected a series in June 1893 labelled ‘Poundstock’, the parish in which Millook is situated. 

At the end of June 1893, Herbert Goss showed the Large Blue to be abundant in several 

localities between Bude and Boscastle, doubtless by just walking the coastal path. These 

probably included the sites around Crackington, Millook, and Widemouth. At the May 1896 

meeting of the Entomological Society, Goss volunteered that the Large Blue ‘was 

distributed over a much larger area in the extreme south west of England than was 

generally supposed’. From Crackington to Widemouth is barely 4 miles, so perhaps Goss 

had received reports of its occurrence further north, between Bude and Clovelly. Having 

searched and found it in the valleys south of Bude, it would have been an obvious move to 

extend the quest into the similar topography to the north. 

 

Millook Valley 1891: This may well show the cottage used by Waterhouse. The Bridewell 

Slope colony is on the left 

 



In 1906, Clark recorded that the Large Blue was ‘establishing new colonies about Tintagel 

and beyond’. This butterfly is not a great wanderer, although wind may carry it some 

distance. The steep sided combes of North Cornwall, coupled with a prevailing wind 

invariably blowing inland and up the valleys would preclude expansion along the clifftops. 

Establishment of new colonies by natural means therefore seems unlikely. The answer 

probably lies in the practice of collectors ‘turning out’ surplus insects on likely sites. Clark 

was supplied with much Large Blue information by Goss, whose own 1902 article records ‘It 

was satisfactory to fin d it in two or three new localities, in one of which I had “turned out” 

many females in 1896’. Perhaps it was Goss who established the colonies about Tintagel, a 

forerunner of the activities of the Large Blue Committee! 

Many people visited North Cornwall at this time in search of the Large Blue. G T Bethune-

Baker collected a long series in 1896, and demonstrated how much brighter were the 

colours of Cornish specimens over those from the Cotswolds. Dealers were here too. 

Despite increasing supplies, the sale price was still high. In July 1895, a lot of eight 

specimens fetched two guineas (£2.10), a sum that would then have bought three pairs of 

good walking shoes. Russell James, writing in 1901, recorded a dealer supplying nets and 

boxes to a local boy and asking him to send all he could catch. Some local landowners were 

very sympathetic towards the butterfly. W A Rollason relates one local farmer’s tale of 

meeting a collector who volunteered that he had caught over 500 butterflies that season 

and had taken many more in previous years. The farmer’s reply was “If I ever catch you on 

my land again I promise you a taste of powder and shot”. 

It is nice to record that such sympathies towards our butterflies can still be found in the 

landowners of Millook. In July 2000, the author was checking out old records for the High 

Brown Fritillary there, which necessitated an early morning start, and the carrying of a net 

to inspect the undersides of any ‘Dark Green’ Fritillaries seen. The valley path was alive with 

Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers, with the usual good numbers of Silver-washed 

Fritillaries, and several Purple Hairstreaks were down from the treetops to feed on the 

bramble, but no Dark Greens. “Don’t catch my butterflies” came a loud voice from over the 

hedge “Leave those free spirits in peace”. The farmer was suitably mollified when my quest 

was explained. He had spent all his life there, and remembered visiting entomologists from 

before the war, but had never seen the Large Blue himself. He may well have been a 

descendent of Rollason’s farmer. 

In 1895 F W Frohawk paid the first of many visits to North Cornwall in his determined quest 

to solve the mystery of the Large Blue’s life cycle. At that time, no one had found larvae 

older than third instar - they just seemed to disappear. Frohawk used to stay at Trebarfoote, 

Millook, the home of the Reverend G Upton Allen, another enthusiastic amateur 

entomologist. He could not have chosen a better location for his study, as less than an hour’s 

circular walk from Trebarfoote would have passed the colonies at Bridewell, Millook 

Common, Bynorth Cliff and Cancleave antimony levels. A slightly longer walk would have 



brought him to the colonies at Dizzard, Castle, Penkenna or Cam Draught to the south, or 

Wanson Mouth and Widemouth to the north. 

 

A few years earlier, in 1890, Frohawk had personally commenced the rearing of every 

species of British butterfly. This research was later to form the basis for his monumental 

work Natural History of British Butterflies published in 1924. In late July 1895 and again in 

1896 he visited Cornwall to obtain eggs and larvae in the hope of rearing them. Like all 

before, he failed. He returned in 1900, 1901 and 1902. In 1903 he speculated on a link 

between the Large Blue and ants, after noticing ants’ nests were present under every patch 

of thyme visited by the butterflies, but he had no proof. In July 1905 he returned with his 

friend A L Rayward. On 12th July they found a pupa on the surface of the ground in a 

shallow depression under a gorse stem, which suggested the larva might actually feed on 

gorse in its later stages. They needed to find that final instar larva. 

The following June they returned to the exact locality to undertake a painstaking search of 

every particle of growth and surface of the ground. A day and a half searching, plus a night-

time hunt by lamplight proved fruitless. If the larvae did feed on gorse, all this searching 

would surely have found them. They then decided to explore all the most likely ants’ nests, 

knowing the larvae had to be somewhere in the vicinity. On 3rd June 1906, after much 

lengthy digging and shaking out nests, their patience was rewarded with a plump grub like 

larva, and then a further three fell from that same small nest. After finding four in one nest, 

they set to with vigour but, despite examining a great number of nests, they never found 

another larva. Frohawk was able to confirm that, although it had grown from 3mm to 

14mm since the previous summer, surprisingly, it had not moulted. They had proof of the 

link with ants, but still needed to know on what it fed. That was to take a further 9 years to 

establish. 

This detail was discovered by Dr T A Chapman. On 14th May 1915, Chapman pulled up 

some plants over a nest of Myrmica scabrinodis var. sabuleti and discovered a Large Blue 

larva, which was damaged in the process. The larva was dying and so could not be studied 

to see what it would eat. Chapman decided to investigate the gut content to see what it 

had most recently eaten. This microscopic investigation showed the presence of 

indigestible hairs and jaw fragments, giving confirmation that the larva was feeding on ant 

grubs. It had taken two decades of research to discover these unexpected secrets of the 

Large Blue’s life cycle. However, a further 60 years was to elapse before it was finally 

recognised that a key ecological feature had been overlooked. This omission was to have 

the most serious consequences for the preservation of this rare butterfly. 

Nature conservation in the UK took a major step forward in May 1912 when Charles 

Rothschild convened a meeting to set up the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves 

(SPNR), later to become the Wildlife Trusts. Membership was by invitation only, and was to 



be regarded as an honour. The membership list, reflecting the strong interest in natural 

history by the leaders of society, was a veritable who’s who of the great and the good. It 

included no less than 52 Fellows of the Royal Society, two future Prime Ministers (Stanley 

Baldwin and Neville Chamberlain), a former Foreign Secretary (Sir Edward Grey), and the 

Speaker of the House of Commons, James William Lowther (later Viscount Ullswater). J W 

Lowther was President of the SPNR from 1915 to 1931 and chaired many committee 

meetings at the Speaker’s offices in the House of Commons. Charles Rothschild had started 

a high powered committee indeed. 

The society’s aims were set out in a leading article in The Times of 18th December 1912, 

undoubtedly drafted by Charles Rothschild. It pointed out the continuing urbanization of 

our countryside and stressed the need to preserve the ‘last relics of unspoiled nature ... 

replete with their old native flora and fauna’. It was recognised that rare plants and animals 

could not simply be moved to new areas, and that it was the places which needed 

preserving. Protection of their homes would lead to the preservation of rare species. The 

article went on to say that ‘the only effective method of protecting nature is to interfere 

with it as little as possible’, an argument finding few, if any, adherents today. It was not 

then realised how even our wildest places had been shaped by man’s activities, and natural 

succession by ‘letting nature take its course’ could destroy a precious habitat and its 

distinctive species as surely as a bulldozer. 

One of the earliest tasks for the SPNR was to draw up a list of places worthy of protection, 

including some Large Blue sites. The executive committee’s job was made easier by the use 

a standardised questionnaire for each site being proposed. Many of the suggestions for 

reserves were those of Charles Rothschild, including two for the Large Blue, one in North 

Cornwall and one around Hartland in North Devon. The questionnaire for the North 

Cornwall site merely refers to ‘One of the Coombs between Bude and Boscastle’, although 

on the accompanying one inch to the mile Ordnance Survey map someone has placed 

crosses alongside the name Crackington Haven. 

The actual site was to be decided by F W Frohawk, as a note on the questionnaire in Charles 

Rothschild’s hand says ‘Mr Frohawk should be asked to advise and fill up this paper, he 

proposes to visit the spot in July of this year’ (1913). The clue as to which site Frohawk 

suggested comes from the land ownership details given on the questionnaire. The proposed 

reserve was owned by C G Jewell of Coombe Barton, Crackington Haven, and the only 

south-facing valley side on Coombe Barton land was the slope of Penkenna, overlooking the 

haven. Given the traditional secrecy surrounding Large Blue sites, the choice of the most 

accessible site in the area is surprising when compared to the more secluded Dizzard or 

Castle valleys to the north. Perhaps it was felt that, compared to nearby Millook, the 

Crackington area was relatively unknown. In any event, the committee meeting of 14th 



November 1913 deferred further action on this site, possibly for fear of drawing attention 

to it. 

In 1914, Charles Rothschild visited eight sites in Devon and Cornwall, including Crackington 

Haven, and the SPNR minutes record he used ‘every means to induce the local landowners 

to assist in acquiring them as reserves’. The society had expected landowners to be most 

accommodating, anticipating that the more wealthy would make generous arrangements 

and donations. It was to be continually disappointed by the unwillingness of landowners to 

dispose of a part of their land, however worthy the cause. It was never intended that any 

reserves be held by SPNR, but rather by the National Trust. This had been set up less than 

20 years earlier as a charity to preserve places of natural beauty, and whose property rights 

were made inalienable by statute. It was to be disappointed in these expectations also. 

Possibly it overestimated what could reasonably be expected from a fledgling organisation 

which then had a membership of fewer than 500. The trustees of the National Trust also 

had their own opinions on what constituted ‘a place of natural beauty’, and sites which 

they considered of interest only to naturalists might not fit their criteria. 

Despite the high powered nature of its committee, the SPNR never fulfilled its promise. 

Only two years after its foundation, the coming of the First World War brought nature 

conservation to a full stop. Charles Rothschild, the driving force behind the society in terms 

of enthusiasm, influence and finance, caught encephalitis towards the end of the war, 

which lead to his early death in 1923. His absence in those crucial post war years dealt the 

committee, and the whole cause of UK nature conservation, a very heavy blow. 

 

THE INTER WAR YEARS - DECLINES, AND FURTHER CONSERVATION ATTEMPTS 

There was a let up in collecting during the First World War, but Large Blue numbers 

declined. Thousands of specimens were taken annually before the war, but this was unlikely 

to have been the root cause of the decline. Just six years after its original discovery at 

Millook, the major part of one strong colony was lost as Millook Common was enclosed and 

ploughed. George Oliver visited Millook in 1900 and in 1911. When he revisited in 1920 he 

was struck by the change. During his first visit he could get about any of the hills in comfort, 

but in 1920 most of the ground was overgrown with dense masses of gorse, bracken, 

bramble and heather, such that it was impossible and too painful to wade through. The 

thyme had been choked out, and numbers were down to only 20% of 1911 numbers. It 

seems likely that the shortage of farm labour, both during and after the war, meant these 

marginal lands could no longer be worked, and they were abandoned. The post-war 

agricultural depression ensured they remained abandoned. 

In 1925, the Entomological Society set up the Committee for the Protection of British 

Lepidoptera (CPBL) [renamed the Standing Committee for the Protection of British Insects 



(SCPBI) in 1931]. The aims of the CPBL included the introduction of threatened species into 

new districts and also to create reserves when suitable land could be obtained for this 

purpose. At its first meeting on 25th September 1925, threatened species were discussed 

and the Large Blue was top of the agenda. To gain publicity, the CPBL published articles in 

The Times, and it may have been one of these that stung Percy Bright to respond to the 

suggestion that over-collecting was the cause of scarcity of the Large Blue at this time. Like 

George Oliver, he pointed out that a very vital change had taken place, especially around 

Millook, in that gorse had grown up, choking out the thyme and driving away the ants. He 

felt this could fully account for its scarcity. 

In its first few years, the CPBL tried hard to acquire a reserve. They looked at similar sites to 

the SPNR, with an attempt to purchase a locality near Hartland Point in Devon, which fell 

through, as did another at Millook. Like the SPNR it seriously overestimated the willingness 

of landowners to sell a small part of their land, however worthy the cause. Eventually, 

through the efforts of Alfred Vander Hedges - one of the foremost breeders of British 

lepidoptera, it found a landowner who was prepared to offer a four-year lease on the large 

valley site at the Dizzard in 1930. 

The committee clearly wanted to distance itself from the running of the reserve, as it 

insisted that business be done in the name of Mr Hedges, rather than the Entomological 

Society. To warn off collectors, it paid for a ‘watcher’, a local blacksmith called Ern Gliddon. 

He was paid a weekly wage of 36 shillings (£1.80) for an 8am to 6pm seven-day week during 

the period 20th June to the end of July. The total policing cost in 1931 was £13.19s.4d 

(£13.97). That year the watcher turned away 12 to 15 collectors. Frank Labouchere, a Dutch 

butterfly conservationist living in Britain, reported to the committee that the watcher was a 

thoroughly conscientious and reliable man who lived at the nearby farm in sight of the 

Dizzard. In 1934 the lease was renewed for a further 7 years at an annual cost of £12. 

The merits of putting up notice boards around the site took up a lot of committee time. 

Some thought they merely drew attention to the locality. Those in favour of notices won, as 

five boards were erected in 1931. No mention was made of the Large Blue, just a warning 

that ‘Insect Collecting is Strictly Prohibited’. There was a great deal of discussion about the 

management of the reserve, with conflicting views on whether to graze, burn, or just do 

nothing and ‘let nature take its course’. The latter option was the considered view of the 

SPNR, many of whose members were also on the CPBL. One member of the Entomological 

Society recommended not cutting vegetation in the reserve. He considered the thyme 

which grew below the gorse provided better shelter for the larvae, perhaps thinking of 

Frohawk’s comment in his recently published book ‘The species also very frequently 

deposits its eggs on thyme growing in more sheltered positions under the protection of 

furze...’. It seems that the SPNR view prevailed, although the watcher was given instructions 

to keep the grass cut around the anthills. 



In July 1935, Labouchere visited the reserve and was greatly disappointed. No burning had 

been done since it had been leased to Mr Hedges, with the result that the ground was 

choked with grass, bracken and gorse 3 to 5 feet high. In an eminently practical approach 

he spoke with the farmer, Mr Heal, about former site management, and was told that it had 

been his practice for a portion of the valley to be burnt each spring. In his report, 

Labouchere recommended that burning be carried out the following spring, but this was 

not done. At the April 1936 committee meeting, it was reported that Mr Hedges intended 

visiting the Dizzard and raised the possibility of purchasing the valley outright, with a view 

to it being held by the SPNR. In the light of this development, it was decided to take no 

further action for the present. Yet again, the overestimation of the willingness of 

landowners to sell meant the suggested purchase came to nothing. With no management 

the butterfly eventually died out. Labouchere recorded the last confirmed Large Blue here 

with a singleton on 10th July 1939, none having been seen the previous day. The view 

expressed at the time was that the butterfly had been ‘killed by kindness’. 

In its early years, the CPBL was concerned over what appeared to be deliberate attempts to 

exterminate the Large Blue in Cornwall. In 1930, W G Sheldon told the committee that he 

understood that efforts were still being made to exterminate the species. Committee 

members reported that they had seen evidence of deliberate destruction, with damage to 

the anthills in which they believed the larvae were living. There was even a suggestion that 

one member of the Entomological Society (enigmatically referred to in the minutes as ‘Mr 

X’) had a hand in this destruction in order to increase the rarity, and thus the value, of Large 

Blue stocks he held. 

Frank Labouchere investigated those reports of razed anthills. He found one site ‘trampled 

down in all directions, cigarette ends and match ends were scattered about, but the worst 

feature was that those ant-hills which were visible had been systematically opened up for 

pupae - the tops had been cut off and were lying alongside’. His conclusion was that ‘Mr X’ 

was unlikely to have been involved. He would have had too much to lose and, with no really 

large stock, any price rise would hardly compensate for the amount of ill will engendered. 

It seems likely that what was being observed were the visible signs of pupa hunting, rather 

than attempts at deliberate extermination. At this time, it was a common enough practice 

for collectors needing the perfect specimen to obtain pupae, as even a freshly emerged 

Large Blue would have been rubbed by crawling through the ant colony’s narrow galleries. 

Such events had been anticipated at the Dizzard Reserve, as the watcher was given 

instructions to stop pupa digging. In any event, these acts of vandalism would not have 

resulted in finding any pupae, as it is now known that Large Blue larvae do not survive in 

those grass mound nests of Lasius flavus. 

There were still a great many collectors visiting North Cornwall. Labouchere ascertained 

who had been collecting in 1935. The owner of the cottage at the foot of Millook hill told 



him some of the names; Messrs Snell, Sutton, Sills, August, Colonel Wood, Bartlett, 

Rosborough and Greenwood. Sutton and Greenwood were reported to have been in the 

area for three or four weeks and had collected assiduously. Mr Greenwood, a 

collector/dealer from Bristol, worked with an assistant and was reported to make no secret 

of taking large numbers of any insect if it had a market value. Ian Heslop, who also lived at 

Bristol and knew him, told Labouchere that some years earlier Greenwood took as many as 

600 Chequered Skipper, another scarce British butterfly. 

The early 1930s saw a series of warm summers, and Large Blue numbers hit their peak in 

1933. Baron Charles de Worms visited North Cornwall on 23rd June 1933 and found the 

butterfly abundant. He also observed a colony on the coast ‘near Camelford’. In his 1933 

address as President of the South London Entomological and Natural History Society, de 

Worms reported ‘I am glad that from personal experience I can also say that Lycaena arion 

is distinctly on the increase in its two western headquarters and in places where it is not 

protected’. 

There is surprisingly little evidence that localities north of Bude were known about during 

this time. Labouchere went to Marsland Mouth during his 1935 visit and saw two Large 

Blues on 28th July. His report also mentions that he had not had time to explore the 

combes between Marsland and Bude. It seems reasonable to assume he had received some 

information on other sites north of Bude which, had time permitted, he was expecting to 

check. Baron de Worms returned to North Cornwall on 12th July 1939 for two days. He 

found no Large Blues, possibly due to bad weather, but recorded that Graylings and Dark 

Green Fritillaries were as numerous as ever. 

 

Appendix to Part One 

LABOUCHERE F A 1935: “Report on visit to Bude”. Unpublished Report to the SCPBI dated  

31st July 1935. Typed up by Malcolm Lee from a copy of the original report in the SCPBI 

minute book. 

 

Report on visit to Bude 

On my recent visit to Bude from 26th to 29th July, I was unable, in the short time at my 

disposal and owing to the fact that I had only one fine day, to carry out more than half of 

what I had intended. On the Saturday I visited the Dizzard and saw Mr. Heal, who told me 

he had sold his share of the farm to his sister and had taken another farm twenty miles 

distant. I walked down the combe and was disappointed with the condition I found it in. 

Since its lease to Mr. Hedges, no burning has been done, with the result that, with the 

exception of a very small area (perhaps two acres), the ground is choked with a growth of 



grass, bracken and gorse from 3 to 5 feet high. On that part nearest the sea, which was the 

cleanest, I saw very little thyme, and Heal informed me that he had seen fewer arion about 

this year than last. In former years he said it was his practice to burn a portion of the combe 

every spring, and in my opinion this should be done next spring otherwise in a short time 

the place will become quite unsuitable as a breeding place for arion, for the available area 

is now very restricted. As regards the watcher, he describes him as a thoroughly 

conscientious and reliable man who lives at a nearby farm in sight of the Dizzard. After 

seeing Heal, I found the locality referred to in Mr. Leader’s letter to Mr. Edelsten of 4th 

March. Unfortunately, Mr. Leader was away, so I did not have the advantage of meeting 

him. Sea fog and mist prevented the insect being on the wing, and it was only on Monday 

[29th – ML], on visiting the place again, that I saw two.  

I think the season has been a normal one in Cornwall and was practically over at the time of 

my visit. The place had evidently got known and had been thoroughly worked. It was 

trampled down in all directions, cigarette ends and match ends were scattered about, but 

the worst feature was that those ant-hills which were visible had been systematically 

opened up for pupae - the tops had been cut off and were lying alongside. In ant-hills I saw 

elsewhere, four out of five in the open had been more or less disturbed, but I am inclined to 

put the excavating down to the action of rabbits, being in no way comparable to what I 

have described above. In view of a report that was passed on to me that the ant-hills had 

been razed, I endeavoured to ascertain from the owner of one of the cottages at the foot of 

Millhook (sic) hill what collectors had been down there. She said there had been a good 

many this year, and some of them had been very satisfied with their catches. The following 

are some of the names:- Messrs. Snell, Sutton, Sills, August, Colonel Wood, Bartlett, 

Rosborough and Greenwood. Of these, Sutton and Greenwood had been in the 

neighbourhood for three or four weeks, and had collected assiduously. The latter lives at 

Bristol and makes no secret of his taking large numbers of any given insect, if it has a 

market value. I understand from Mr. I. Heslop, who also lives at Bristol and knows him, that 

some years ago he took as many as 600 Palaemon. He is reported to have had an assistant 

with him at Millhook. Collectors this year appear to have got their specimens from the 

proximity of the Dizzard, from a locality one and a half miles up the Millhook valley and 

from the locality described by Mr. Leader.  

On Sunday the 28th the weather begun to clear about mid-day and I then went off to 

Marsland [sic] mouth. The ground appeared ideal, plenty of thyme and ant-hills. It was not 

till quite late in the afternoon, however, that the sun came out and in the course of an hour 

I saw two arion, sufficient to prove that it is there. I had not the time to explore Hobby 

Drive [east of Clovelly – ML] nor the combes between Marsland and Bude.  

 



To revert to the question of destruction of ant-hills, in my opinion it appears unlikely that 

the individual, Mr. X, whose name was associated with the report, would have had a hand 

in it. He has much to lose by resorting to methods which, if proved, would react to his 

serious detriment. Moreover, I do not think he has a really large stock and any rise in price 

would hardly compensate for the amount of ill will which would be engendered. I think one 

must look elsewhere, either a private collector or some country dealer.  

 I would suggest that Mr. X be told of the destruction of ant-hills and asked as a 

member of the Royal Entomological Society to assist in establishing, if possible, the identity 

of the person responsible. For his own sake he would take some trouble if he were not 

responsible, and if he were responsible the knowledge that the ill deed had become known 

would have a deterrent and salutary effect.  

 

(Signed) F. A. Labouchere 

(Dated) 31st July 1935 

 

Part Two to follow in the next newsletter 
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